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In April 1861, Confederate artillery blasted Fort Sumter into surrender. Within weeks, the
Confederacy had established its capital at Richmond. On May 24, Lincoln ordered troops across
the Potomac into Virginia, only a few miles from the Confederate military base near the hamlet of
Manassas. A great battle was inevitable; whether this would end the war, as many expected,
was the only question. On July 21, near a stream called Bull Run, the two forces fought from
early morning until after dark in the first great battle of the Civil War. America would never be
quite the same.Donnybrook is the first major history of Bull Run to detail the battle from its
origins through its aftermath. Using copious and remarkably detailed primary source material-
including the recollections of hundreds of average soldiers-David Detzer has created an epic
account of a defining moment in American history.

From Publishers WeeklyThe Civil War s first major battle was not especially bloody or decisive,
but this fascinating study makes it an apt microcosm of the conflict. Historian Detzer (Allegiance:
Fort Sumter, Charleston and the Beginning of the Civil War) provides a lucid narrative of the
battle s course, judiciously assesses the causes and authors of the Union defeat, draws vivid
thumbnail sketches of participants from generals to privates, and debunks the "stone wall"
legend and other enduring myths of the battle. But the book s greatest strength is its account of
the social, psychological and organizational aspects of warfare in the Civil War epoch. Fought by
hastily mobilized amateurs, the battle highlighted the Herculean difficulties the two sides faced
in clothing, supplying and feeding large armies and trying to turn fractious civilians into
competent soldiers. And Bull Run gave volunteers imbued with romantic jingoism their first taste
of the horror, chaos and physical agony of combat. Drawing on a mountain of first-hand
accounts, Detzer paints a detailed panorama of every aspect of army life, from the mechanics of
working a musket, to the grisliness of battlefield medicine, the scrounging for meals and the
suffering through long, waterless marches on a sweltering July day. The result is a splendid
portrait of the Civil War as the soldiers knew it. B&w photos not seen by PW.Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From Booklist*Starred
Review* This is the fourth account of the First Battle of Bull Run (or Manassas) to appear in the
last 15 years, but Detzer's work stands above the crowd because it possesses several superior
qualities. Narrative verve is present, but more important is the author's grip on how difficult it was
for Civil War generals to control a battle, and how difficult it is for a historian to reassemble the
chaos of combat into a coherent chronicle. Returning to these two challenges as he recounts the
preliminary maneuvers that precipitated Bull Run, Detzer revises the blame conventionally
heaped on the losing Union general, Irvin McDowell. Among other reasons, McDowell's attack
plan misfired because of a staff officer's incompetence, despite which he almost gained the



victory. This is where the "Stonewall" Jackson legend comes into play. Detzer dismantles the
moniker--allegedly uttered by a Confederate general killed in the battle--as both fictitious and out
of proportion to the dubious stalwartness of Jackson's regiments, two of which completely
cracked. Detzer also vivifies the soldier's experience of fear and physical exhaustion, polishing
what is nearly a model of how a Civil War battle history should be written. Gilbert TaylorCopyright
© American Library Association. All rights reservedReview"A lucid narrative of the battle''s
course. A splendid portrait of the Civil War as the soldiers knew it." (PW Online)"A marvelous
account. Comprehensive, thorough, deeply researched, rich in detail, and highly
readable." (John C. Waugh)"Nearly a model of how a Civil War battle history should be
written." (Booklist)"A primer on Civil War military organization, training, and experience." (Library
Journal)"A vibrant narrative history that will appeal to a wide range of readers. Very effective and
unfailingly entertaining."<br> (North & South Magazine)"Detzer establishes himself as the
premier historian of the war''s first months, as Donnybrook follows his thoughtful, much
acclaimed Allegiance." (American Civil War)"This is history as it should be written." (Seattle
Times)About the AuthorDavid Detzer is professor emeritus of history with Connecticut State
University. He is the author of several books, including Allegiance: Fort Sumter, Charleston, and
the Beginning of the Civil War; and The Brink: Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962. He lives in
Connecticut with his wife and several dogs.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.The Sacred SoilThe sacred soil of Virginia, in which repose the ashes of somany of the
illustrious patriots who gave independence to theircountry, has been desecrated by the hostile
tread of an armed enemy,who proclaims his malignant hatred of Virginia because she will
notbow her proud neck to the humiliating yoke of Yankee rule.-Richmond Enquirer, May 25,
1861On April 17, 1861, a special convention of Virginians voted on a resolution about whether
their state should secede. The mood in the chamber was emotional and caustic. The final tally
was far from overwhelming for either side. Of the 143 delegates present that day, only 88
accepted secession-62.5 percent. The opposition, many from the western counties of the state,
remained adamantly opposed. The convention's leaders concluded it would be prudent to
involve the state's citizenry in such a critical matter. They decided on a popular referendum, to
take place five weeks later. On May 23, 1861, Virginia's voters lined up at polling places; a
majority agreed that their state must secede.Late that night a Federal army crossed the Potomac
from the District of Columbia. Before the sun rose on May 24, Arlington, Virginia-part of "the
sacred soil"-was controlled by Lincoln's troops. When, a few hours later, Federal soldiers arrived
in Alexandria, five miles downriver, a battalion of Virginia militiamen began to slip out of town.
Moving nervously through the morning's shadows, they eluded the Union troops and marched
quickly out along the railroad tracks. On most mornings a train made a regular run westward
from Alexandria. On this day it was halted before it even reached town, and the battalion
clambered aboard its flatcars. Some citizens, roused by the morning's events, were on hand to
watch them leave, and a few civilians, frightened by the unknown, joined the troops on the train.
A Virginia soldier noted that many of these citizens were prosperous gentlemen who were



leaving behind full warehouses or well-stocked shops or barns packed with grain. In their
misguided dementia, or at least their impulsiveness, they were fleeing without thought of their
unprotected families still at home.As the train chugged away, its civilian passengers, peering
back toward Alexandria, spontaneously began to sing an old hymn. The soldiers joined in. One
of them would recall: "It was madness, it is true, but yet a transcendent madness, in which
greed, envy, and malice had no part, and so these elderly fellows-deacons, vestrymen, and
communicants-sat in the crowded flats, and as their homes, their families, and their fortunes
were left behind, they joined in the jubilant chorus, 'We'll be gay and happy still.'" The train
shuddered westward.Late that morning, the locomotive arrived at the tiny depot, Manassas
Junction. The battalion alighted, wondering: Would Lincoln's army follow them?1During that day
and the next, as Southerners became aware of the "invasion" of northern Virginia, their reaction
bordered on hysteria. Their newspapers expressed shock and rage. Their correspondents rifled
their memory banks for appropriate terms. Part of this ranting reflected genuine hatred, part was
simple literary tap dancing, the kind of riff journalists in 1861 played when they had the spotlight
and could indicate, among other things, how well educated they were, sprinkling their
paragraphs with multiple allusions drawn from ancient history and the Bible. Union troops, they
said, were rapists: "The monsters have been hunting married females from house to house, for
the gratification of their brutal lusts." They were urban scum: "thieves, pickpockets, loafers, and
scoundrels," or "greasy mudsills," or "swinish groundlings," or "lewd fellows of the baser sort," or
"barefoot, dirty and degraded." They were depicted as mindless savages: as "minions," "brutes,"
"barbarians," "hordes," "myrmidons," and "diabolical fiends." As money-grubbing thugs:
"mercenaries," "hirelings," "pirates," "Vandals," "plunderers," and "Hessians." Southern reporters
linked the "invasion" to abolitionism and "Black Republicans," and especially to "the despot"
Lincoln: "that Baboon in the White House," "that wicked tyrant," "that corrupt and arrogant
creature in power." And so on.These Union murderers had just defiled Virginia-and they seemed
certain to be thrusting soon toward Richmond.Several weeks earlier, on April 27, 1861, the
leaders of Virginia had written Jefferson Davis that they would welcome becoming the home of
the Confederate capital. Davis and his colleagues were receptive. The benefits of moving from
Montgomery, Alabama-the Confederacy's temporary capital-were many. Montgomery was a
small city and something of an eyesore. Besides, summer was approaching and central
Alabama was likely to be stifling. On the other hand, transferring the Confederate capital to
Richmond had certain drawbacks. Ever since the bombardment of Fort Sumter, Union troops
had been pouring into Washington, only 123 miles away. The land between the two cities would
almost certainly become bloody. But the advantages were also manifest. Among other things,
the transfer would cement the Upper South to the Deep South.On May 20, the Confederate
congress voted to relocate to Richmond and agreed to reconvene there two months later, on
July 20. Jefferson Davis began his own move to Virginia within a week, along with a thousand
civil servants. Before his departure, Davis's wife, Varina, had lunch in Montgomery with Mary
Chesnut, the wife of James Chesnut, one of South Carolina's most prominent politicians. The



two women were intelligent, strong willed, charming, and clever. Over their meal, they shared
with each other their relief about the transfer. The hotels here, they agreed, were ghastly. So was
the food. But Mary mentioned that her husband was opposed to the move because he
considered Montgomery more central. Varina Davis shrugged off that concern. "The Yankees will
make it hot for us," she said, "go where we will. And if war comes..."Mary Chesnut interrupted,
"And it has come?""Yes," Mrs. Davis replied, and peered around the dining room. "I fancy these
dainty folks may live to regret the fare of the Montgomery hotels, even.""Never," snorted Mary
Chesnut.2Jefferson Davis was a person with many fine qualities. Of middle height, he seemed
taller because he was slender and held himself stiffly erect. An intelligent man, he had read
broadly and deeply. He had few bad habits. He drank little, worked hard, and always strived to be
at his best. He was proud and stubborn. He would need these qualities to hold together his new
"country," based as it was on the concept of states' rights. His weaknesses were not immediately
evident. He was not blessed with wit or humor or empathy for others, and he could be a devout
hater of anyone who provoked him. He himself admitted it. "I have an infirmity of which I am
heartily ashamed," he said. "When I am aroused in a matter, I lose control of my feelings and
become personal." Perhaps his efforts to rein in his emotions made him suffer an extraordinary
menu of ailments that tortured him with long bouts of pain, aching joints, and intestinal problems.
He drove himself hard, striving to work through the searing headaches and the dizziness.
Sometimes he succeeded, other times they laid him low. His most troublesome illness was
trigeminal neuralgia, sometimes called tic douloureux, a disorder of the fifth cranial nerve. The
condition may have resulted from a bout of shingles (an infection caused by the varicella-zoster
virus-essentially a recurrence of childhood chicken pox). Shingles can lead to postherpetic
neuralgia, a nasty and painful reaction, and when PHN attacks the trigeminal nerve, the resulting
agonies can be excruciating, and those suffering from it often commit suicide. (Davis's facial
neuralgia caused him to lose the sight in his left eye, which became covered with a whitish film.)
Stress tended to trigger his attacks. The previous few weeks had drained his energies and
emotions. By the time he left Montgomery on May 26, he was so unwell he hoped the long train
trip would allow him a period of relative tranquility and leisure to recuperate. Along the way,
however, as word spread of his passing through, mobs gathered by the tracks to see him and to
hear his words. Over and over, he dragged himself erect and stepped from the train to speak to
the curious listeners, maintaining a strong and confident countenance.On the morning of May
29, less than a week after the Yankee "invasion," he arrived in Richmond. Predictably, he was
greeted by a cheering mass. Bands played "Dixie" and other lively tunes. Cannon gave him a
fifteen-gun salute, one for each "Southern" (that is, "slave") state. He was exhausted. When
offered the use of a large carriage, drawn by four bays, he accepted. It took him to the
Spotswood, the city's newest and grandest hostelry, past throngs who lined the way, who were
laughing, shouting, weeping, reaching out to grasp his hand. At the hotel he was shown his
suite, number 83, whose door had been thoughtfully decorated with the Confederate coat of
arms and a flag. He glanced around his accommodations, opened one of its windows, and gave



a brief address to the thousands of spectators who had gathered to gawk at him. He closed the
window and told his aides to announce that the next day he would personally receive visitors:
ladies from eleven to noon, gentlemen from noon to one-thirty. In five days he would be fifty-
four.Three days later Varina arrived. She had brought their three children with her, and she was
ten weeks pregnant with their fourth. Davis met her at the railroad station. On their ride back to
the Spotswood, someone threw her a bouquet, but it missed and tumbled into the street.
Observers noticed with pleasure that Davis stopped the carriage, picked up the bouquet, and
gallantly handed it to his wife. Definitions of beauty change, but photographs of Varina show her
to be a remarkably handsome woman and by some standards strikingly lovel...Read more
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CTS 2631, “DETZER'S FIRST BULL RUN, SOME DIFFERENT VIEWS TO PONDER, BUT
NEEDED MORE MAPS!?!?. This is the third David Detzer American Civil War book I have read
and reviewed (The other two are "Allegiance: Fort Sumter, Charleston, and the Beginning of the
Civil War", and "Dissonance: The Turbulent Days Between Fort Sumter and Bull Run". Both good
books I recommend) and I believe this is a good addition to someones understanding of the
Battle of first Bull Run. But, you have to realize that the author has his own style and flair that
does not sit well with all readers.First, I want to get the issue of maps out of the way. His first two
Civil War books deal with the begining of the war and even they needed more maps than the
ones that were included, and they didnt even cover a field battle. To keep track of all the troop
movements, attacks, retreats, etc., you have got to have more maps! (I recommend using "The
Maps of First Bull Run" by Bradley M. Gottfried as a map guide while reading any book on the
battle.) For the experienced Civil War Buff who knows the flow of events, not that big of a deal,
for the novice and/or casual reader, I dont know how they could keep up with whats going on?
On the positive side for the maps included (my paperback 2005 edition has seven maps) the
map showing the route of Johnston's Army of the Valley as it made its way to Manassas was
helpful and easy to follow. And the Area of Operations map showing Washington D.C. and
Northern Virginia from the Potomac River to Bull Run creek (Loudoun, Fairfax, and Prince
William counties Virginia) showed all the roads that Union General McDowell's troops used to
advance to Bull Run and was pretty good allowing me to follow the campaign before and after
the battle. The other five maps were period maps of the battlefield on 21 July, 1861 that are good
for getting an idea of the terrain (they even show all the major terrain features (Matthews Hill,
Henry Hill, Chinn Ridge, etc.) but are not very helpful following the troop movements (Especially
the insanity on Henry Hill!).The authors writing style is really good though. This can save military
history with insufficient or bad maps and in this book I believe this to be the case. Mr. Detzer has
a biting wit and does not pull any punches. As far as an anti-Southern bias? I dont know? In one
part of the book he belittles Jackson's performance and that of his brigade in holding Henry Hill
but later he gives Jackson and his units credit during the actual fighting where I felt it was due.
All of the units were inexperienced as well as their officers at commanding units as big as the
ones they were leading on 21 July, 1861, so it was give and take. If a unit could actually manuver
as a regiment they were doing pretty good, let alone while fighting and dying.I felt the authors
view of the attack by Stuarts Battalion of the 1st Virginia Cavalry was probably pretty much true,
though a lot of people wont(Detzer believes that the incident has been embellished over time).
He felt that Beauregard got too much credit for a mediocre performance during the battle
(Overall, I agree), and that Joe Johnston did a much better job at Bull Run (Again, I agree).
Detzer is the only writer I have read who defends Union General Patterson and his actions in the
Shenandoah Valley and does not blame him for the outcome of the battle (He makes a good
argument but I dont buy it). I liked the way the book investigated the story behind Jackson's



nickname and how he got it (I dont think we will ever know for certain). Also I liked the way he
described background for both sides in areas such as tactics, weapons, straggling from units
before combat, etc. and the information presented in this book on the medical branches of both
armies and their efforts to treat and care for the wounded of both sides is excellent.I recommend
this book, but not as someones only exposure to the history of this campaign and battle. The
best single volume I have read on First Manassas/Bull Run is "The First Battle of Manassas" by
John Hennessy. Also the map book mentioned earlier to follow the complicated action on the
battlefield. Check this book out, but as an enhancement of your knowledge on the subject.”

Kenneth Kloby, “A little disappointing.. My review is based on my reading the 3-book set,
obviously first to last.DONNYBROOK: Fortunately I read several reviews here and was alerted to
the map issue, so I ordered the paperback. The paperback maps were disappointing in many
ways, but not totally worthless. The photos in my paperback were blotchy, to the point I had
trouble making out several photos. Mr. Detzer goes through the trouble of developing a quadrant
system for localizing the field then proceeds to make a several incorrect references to his own
'coordinate' system. To the author's credit the text is good, once you get a handle on the many
units and their whereabouts on the battlefield his description of the battle is exciting. He also
provides a lot of background info on soldiering, the political situation, the region, and major
characters...along with eyewitness testimony.DISSONANCE: I think I expected too much from
this part of the trilogy. According to the author's own analysis the chances of the Confederates
actually capturing Washington were remote, I guess the author was trying to sell an exciting
bridge between Sumter and Bull Run. Despite that disappointment, Mr. Detzer still built a good
bridge.ALLEGIANCE: An eye-opener for me, never having studied the events surrounding Ft.
Sumter. Detzer paints a civil picture of those characters at the scene of the crime, the criminals
(IMO) being those in Washington who gave the go-ahead to violate the status-quo in Charleston
harbor.SERIES COMMENTS: I think Mr. Detzer, possibly in the interest of being thorough, has a
tendency to introduce too many minor characters and events. Keeping track of these minor
things frequently interrupts flow and sometimes frustrates the reader, this happens frequently in
ALLEGIANCE. Offsetting these is his ability to capture some emotional incidents: The flag
ceremonies in Ft. Sumter, Anderson's return to New York and his appearance at the war rally,
and the march of the NY militia through New York on their way to Washington...there are many
more in the series.I would rather have given the series 3 and 1/2 stars instead of 4, but I couldn't
bring myself to give the series only 3 stars. Mr. Detzer took on a big task with the trilogy, ie the
first 100 days of the American Civil War, and he did a good job but not great. The series is
worthwhile if you're not familiar with this early period, a hard-core 1861 reader may be
disappointed.”

The book by Shelby Foote has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 35 people have provided feedback.
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